Grief, anger and despair in relatives of severely brain injured patients: responding without pathologising
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“I suppose it is tempting, if the only tool you have is a hammer, to treat everything as if it were a nail”

Summary

The training and expertise of healthcare professionals in diagnosing and treating pathology can mean that every situation is treated as an instance of illness or abnormality requiring treatment. This medicalised perspective is often evident in clinical approaches to family members of people with prolonged disorders of consciousness. This editorial was stimulated by reviewing an article (final version now published in this issue) concerning the distress of families with severely brain injured relatives, and by reading the larger body of literature to which that article contributes. It was also prompted by the recent publication of national clinical guidelines in the UK about the management of prolonged disorders of consciousness. In this editorial we highlight the depth and range of emotional reactions commonly experienced by families with a severely brain injured relative. We suggest that clinicians should understand such emotions as normal responses to a terrible situation, and consider the ways in which clinical practice can be adapted to avoid contributing to family trauma.

Introduction

The Royal College of Physicians (RCP) London has recently published guidelines concerning the management of prolonged disorders of consciousness. These guidelines recognize that family members ‘often experience very severe distress’ (p.2) when a relative is in a prolonged vegetative or minimally conscious state.

There is a considerable body of research to support this observation. Most of this research, however, treats severe distress as evidence of pathology, ‘disorder’, ‘disturbance’ or ‘maladjustment’. It finds, for example, that up to one-third of the primary caregivers of people with a severe traumatic brain injury have clinically significant symptoms of anxiety and depression and that caregivers exhibit high levels of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and Prolonged Grief Disorder (PGD). A recent study of 53 caregivers of patients in vegetative or minimally conscious states found that the majority (45/53 = 84.8%) suffered from ‘maladjustment’. Researchers regularly suggest that families should be offered counseling to ‘[support] them in their process of emotional adjustment and in developing the coping skills they need’.

The new RCP guidelines fully acknowledge the distress felt by families of people in prolonged disorders of consciousness but do not suggest that these families are exhibiting pathological responses.
One of us (JK) was a member of the working party that drew up the guidelines and they draw extensively on our in-depth narrative interviews with 51 family members (from 30 different families) with a severely brain injured relative in the UK. We draw on those interviews here. (In conformity with ethics guidelines, all research participants completed an informed consent form, and the research received ethics approval from both Cardiff University and University of York Ethics committees.)

**Distress in family members**

Almost all the family members we interviewed report feeling the kind of prolonged grief, anger and despair described by the psychological literature. For example:

*It would have been a tragedy that Mum had died [...]. But we would have been able to go forward. As it is we’re stuck. We’re all pressing against this glass wall. [...] This blackness that lives with you and the sort of plunging despair that lives inside you is- I think if she’d died, I don’t think that we’d have this. This is the last thing in the world that Mum would ever have wanted for any of us - or for our kids - to be dealing with at all. This is the last thing she would have wanted and I feel so confused and angry.*

The daughter quoted above was unusual among our interviewees in that she (and the whole family) had taken the position that the patient might not have wanted to survive from a very early stage (in intensive care). Her father (the patient’s husband) reports saying to the surgeon (who subsequently performed a decompensative craniectomy a couple of days after the accident) ‘*let her die if you think the prognosis is bad*’; another daughter recalls explaining to the surgeon that her mother’s strong religious faith coupled with her knowledge of, and views about, brain injury meant that: ‘*this isn’t a complicated or fearful situation. You must let her die if that’s a better outcome for her*.’ Part of the anger and grief felt by members of this family comes from the belief that the patient’s continuing existence is a tragedy caused by modern medical science combined with a failure by clinicians to engage with the family’s representations of what the patient herself would have wanted.

Most of those we interviewed differed from this family in that they believed that their relative would have wanted all available treatments in the immediate aftermath of the precipitating event. They wanted the patient (often characterized as ‘a fighter’ who would ‘defy the odds’) to be ‘given a chance’ to recover to a quality of life that they (the patient) would consider worth living. But few families believed that the patient would want to be maintained indefinitely in a vegetative or minimally conscious state. (Survey research indicates that the majority of health professionals would not themselves want to be kept alive in such states.)

At the point at which we interviewed these families the ‘window of opportunity’ potentially to allow death in the ICU had closed. The only way in which these patients might be allowed to die was by withholding treatment for infections such as pneumonia – decisions which left some interviewees repeatedly witnessing the near-death of their relative, followed by the patient rallying until the next life-threatening incident. The only method guaranteed to...
allow death – the withdrawal of artificial nutrition and hydration – was an option potentially available to some, but most of our interviewees found ‘barbaric’ and totally unacceptable. They felt that both they and the patient were trapped and helpless in a situation they could never have imagined in advance – and there seemed to them to be no reasonable way forward. Some felt guilty because they had earlier argued with doctors in favour of life-sustaining treatments during critical periods and many were left feeling responsible for decisions to intervene to save the patient’s life – even though, in law (in England and Wales), this was never their decision to make. Family members often felt there was little or nothing they could do now to protect their relative from suffering and/or indignity. Most were also exhausted as they juggled responsibilities to the patient with work commitments and caring for other family members. Those looking after a patient at home reported feeling imprisoned – one spoke of feeling ‘like a trapped animal’, another described her (vegetative) daughter as ‘my jailer’.

Some interviewees described how they had resisted healthcare professionals who treated their distress as evidence of psychological problems. One described clinicians’ reactions to her concern about her relative’s treatment:

You know what they did? So that I wasn’t upset, I was offered a cup of tea. “I don’t want fucking tea. I want you to look after John. This isn’t about me. This isn’t about me being neurotic. This is ‘Look after John’“.

Family members who spoke to us were often angry and unhappy about what they saw as failures in good basic care, lack of continuity of care and limited follow-up and services: ‘They get you so far and then abandon you’. They were also distressed at either having been excluded from decision-making (‘We weren’t told we had any role’) or at having been inappropriately treated as if the decisions were theirs to make (‘We shouldn’t have been asked for a decision…. It was almost as if the responsibility was being passed over to us’).

They had sometimes come to regret that the patient had been kept alive:

You can bury a son and then move on. You never forget it, but at least he’s at peace. But to actually see him go through what he’s still going through… It’s so cruel and the doctors should have just made it easier for us instead of trying to keep him alive. [...] They should have just left him and then he would have died of a heart attack [...] and it would have been so much easier in the long run. [...] This is devastating, absolutely devastating.

**Responses to distress**

Of course families facing these intolerable situations can find emotional support valuable – especially from someone who has some understanding about severe brain injury (including professional counselors and peer support from other families in similar situations.) Accessing this kind of support should not depend on a diagnosis of mental illness or ‘maladjustment’.

Medicalizing and pathologizing families’ feelings of grief, anger and despair can obscure the social, medical and legal context. It locates the problems inside ‘grieving’ individuals or ‘difficult families’ rather than in the health services or medico-legal system. We suggest that counseling,
while undoubtedly helpful to some relatives on some occasions, is not the only – or necessarily the most appropriate – response to family distress.

Some of the distress experienced by our interviewees could have been avoided if families had been given information and practical support, and regularly updated about the patient’s condition. Their situation might have been very different if they had been properly consulted about their loved one’s values, wishes and beliefs, and if their role as family members had been made clear – with clinicians owning their own responsibility (in accordance with the law in England and Wales) for best interests decision-making.

The new RCP guidelines for England and Wales recommend that families should be offered information (e.g., about the patient’s prognosis, available treatments and management plan) and practical support (e.g., assistance with managing finances and medico-legal issues) (p. 45). They advise that within two weeks of onset of coma the healthcare team should discuss with family and friends the beliefs and values the patient had that would be likely to influence their treatment decisions if they still had capacity. Within four weeks (and at regular intervals thereafter) clinicians should convene a formal best interests meeting, involving family ‘as closely as possible in decisions made in the patient’s best interests’ (p. 45). The guidelines also require clinicians to be clear that (in law) family members are not the decision-makers and to clarify to families that this responsibility rests with the clinical team.

Accurate information about their own role in decision-making (as laid out by statute in the Mental Capacity Act 200518) could have avoided some of our interviewees feeling that expressing their opinion about what the patient would have wanted might have been tantamount to ‘delivering a death sentence’ or their feelings now that, having agreed to treatment, they were responsible for condemning their relative to ‘a living death’. Information about how other families confront the challenges of this situation can also be very valuable (and it is this which lies behind our current work developing a web resource for families on healthtalkonline.

Grief, anger and despair are natural human reactions to the severe brain injury of a loved one. It is not helpful to pathologise or medicalise those feelings: they are entirely normal responses, and no guidelines can eradicate them. What adherence to the RCP guidelines (and the law) could eradicate is the considerable amount of additional iatrogenic distress caused to families by health professionals’ failure to follow proper procedures or to act in the best interests of patients. These failures result in families feeling that the original tragedy of the brain injury has been compounded and extended by inappropriate use of medical technologies, combined with poor decision-making and inadequate basic care – and that they are implicated in, and responsible for, at least some of the decisions that resulted in the patients now being maintained in a condition they would never have wanted.

Instead of simply measuring family trauma and recommending counseling, the severe distress of families should also be tackled by addressing the social, medical and legal contexts that generate some of that distress in the first place.
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